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Prelude: Parity violation in β decay
Observing PV requires the
measurement of a pseudoscalar
observable:
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Helicity of the neutrino
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Polarization: average
projection of spin
along momentum

P=N(h+)-N(h-)/N

In the weak interaction (beta decay), electrons are
emitted with Pe-=-v/c=-β (left handed), positrons have
Pe+=v/c=β (right handed).  Measured by Koks & Van
Klinken using Mott polarimetery.

What about neutrinos? Recently observed by Reines
(1953), known to have low mass.  Determination of their
helicity a crucial first test of the model.



Koks & Van
Klinken, 1976



Aside on discovery of the neutrino:



e-+152Eu→152Sm*+ν

 → 152Sm+γ

152Sm* recoils after
emission of neutrino, use
resonant scattering to
select decays in which the
neutrino goes up.

ν

Neutrino is left handed, supports
V-A.

7% electron
polarization in
iron magnet,
scatters L and R
photons at
different rates
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Beginnings:
νe
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Fermi: current-current interaction
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jl x( ) =ψ f x( )Oψ i x( )
Jackson-Trieman-Wyld (1956): 5 x 2 x 2=20 parameters

O=1    Scalar
     γ5     Pseudoscalar

     γµ      Vector

     γµγ5  Axial vector

     σµν  Tensor

Huge number of parameters and early confusion (S+T
favored), but largely resolved in about five years (V-A). NB:
SUSY only has a factor of five more parameters.



Establishing V-A (or T+S)
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Best complementary observable to
electron polarization is e-ν opening
angle, but, need to know neutrino
momentum and energy.

α=-1/3 for V-A

It turns out cosθ is highly correlated with nucleus recoil (<1
keV) energy, so measuring the nuclear recoil spectrum is
almost as good.



Johnson, Pleasonton and
Carlson, PR 132(1149)
1963.

Use light nucleus (highest
recoil energy) with
magnetic and electrostatic
analyzers, followed by
accelerating voltage and
electron multiplier to
identify Li ion.
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Recoil energy larger for
smaller opening angle.

α=-0.3343±0.0030



Revolution: J/ψ
Early 1970’s, accumulating evidence that something was not
right: Ko→µ+µ- and  “R crisis”

Calculation of this process alone
gives a branching fraction of 0.1%,
6x10-9 measured.

GIM mechanism uses a fourth q=2/3
quark to largely cancel, giving low
rate.
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R =
σ e+e− → hadrons( )
σ e+e− → µ+µ−( )

= q2∑ =
2
3

 below charm threshold

= 2 above charm threshold



There was no “standard
model” before the
Standard Model.



Mark Ia at SPEAR
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e+e− →ψ →π +π−e+e−
Sharp resonance at 3.1 GeV



Brookhaven Experiment (Twin arm spectrometer)

p(26 GeV) + Be →J+X

         →e+e-
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Rest frame
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Lab frame
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cosθ =
β 2γ 2 sin2θ* −1

sin4 θ* + 4βγ 2 sin2θ* cosθ* − γ 4 β 2 − cos2θ*( )2

−1 as β →1

m2=E1E2(1-cosθ)



Both Mark I and the BNL
experiment observed J/ψ.  Mark
I went on to observe ψ’,τ, etc.
BNL, a twin arm spectrometer,
was limited in acceptance that
data collection at higher masses
would have been problematic.



Elucidation: neutral currents

GIM solved Ko decay with a model containing 4 quarks, 2
charged and 2 neutral leptons and one charge gauge
boson.  But:

Are weak bosons a triplet?  If so, neutral member makes
reactions like

ν+e- → ν+e-

  ν+N → ν+hadrons

possible.  Also, these interactions would not conserve parity.
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Neutral triplet has different

couplings for L and R



Gargamelle bubble chamber

50-100GeV ν

CERN WBB



SLAC Polarized
electron scattering
With e-(pol)+D→e-+X can show
neutral currents interactions
violate parity
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Leading h dependent term goes
like Q2/M2~10-5.

Measure
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A =
N h +( ) − N h −( )
N h +( ) + N h −( )

Polarization varies with Ebeam

(precession in magnetic beam
transport). Decisive
observation of expected parity
violation in neutral current
interactions.



Discovery: W and Z
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Expect vector bosons to have masses around 100 GeV.
CERN started Large Electron Positron collider in 1974 with
the aim of direct production.  In 1977, the idea of using
proton-antiproton collisions was vigorously pushed by
Rubbia and Cline.

Could detectors be built to sort out jets, e-pairs and muon
pairs in pp collisions?  Could a collider store sufficient p’s
to achieve enough luminosity to make W’s and Z’s?



Luminosity problem was solved by van der Meer using
stochastic cooling of antiprotons produced in high energy p-
Cu collisions.



UA1

Large central tracking
chamber, hermetic
calorimeter and
sophisticated trigger





W observation
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Interlude: E787

In EW theory, K+→π+νν is 
sensitive to mt, Vtd via a box 
diagram.  The expected 
branching fraction was ~10-8.

More deeply than measuring |Vtd|, measurement of this decay
opened sensitivity of many extensions to the EW theory.  A
key point in most of the strong interaction effects could be
measured from K+ →πoe+ν, leaving a total theory error of
about 7%.

Rule of thumb: with a single measurement, 90% rejection is
easy, 99% very hard and 99.9% almost impossible. For
K+→π+νν, six discrminants were used.



K+→π+νν              P, R, timing

        →µ+ν        timing

  →e+νν     timing, E

Kµ2
Kπ2

Analysis
window

Background:
0.15±0.03 events



Observed 5×1012 K+ decays in two
years of running at AGS.

Observed two candidate events.



Precision: LEP I/SLD

∝1/Q2

∝1/Γ2

Direct access to measurement of neutral current
couplings, Mz, Γz
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Can calculate angular
distributions using quantum
mechanical rotation of spin
1 system.  For example:
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σRL ∝ gRgL 1+ cosθ( )
For unpolarized beams, average over initial, sum over final
spin states:

σ=(σLL +σLR+ σRL+ σRR)/2
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gL = − ρ T3 − qsin
2θW( )

gR = − ρqsin2θW

Direct access to mixing
angle which is related to
mH via quantum
corrections.



All the measurements
except

this one

Come from 4
experiments at LEP
with 6M Z decays each.
Why is SLD so damn
good with less than
0.5M Z decays?



Polarization!  SLD has the ability of polarize the electron beam
and simply measure

ALR=(NR-NL)/(NR-NL)Pe=(gR
2-gL

2)/(gR
2+gL

2)Pe=(1-4sin2θW)/Pe

Moral: a polarized beam is worth a factor of 100 in luminosity.

Critical: must measure the beam polarization to 0.1%



Neutrino scattering
experiment NuTeV
measures gL

2 for muon
neutrino about 3 σ too
small.  Only new physics
model (Loinaz et al., 2003)
predicts violation of
universality at 0.3%…

…and 500 GeV Higgs!



Precision: it is not so clear that everything hangs together…



Future: LEP II
Ecm=161-208 GeV in 1996-1999: e+e-→W+W-
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J=1, mJ=±1

→σocosθ as Ebeam→∞

Unitary okay!
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J=1,0, mJ=0

Angular distribution
isotropic, “wrong
helicity state”∝m/E

→need a scalar
interaction with a
coupling proportional to
mass

Higgs fills this role.



Right at the end:

+3 events (all at ALEPH)

1 event at L3

2.8 σ effect

mass~115 GeV

2000-CERN elected to end
LEP, now up to the
Tevatron.



Now its up to you at the
Tevatron or LHC.



While preparing these slides, I listened to the panel
discussion, which I thought was very valuable and
informed.  I will pass on two pieces of advice which I have
found valuable:

“Do the most interesting thing you can find to do.” Mark
Wiedenbeck, 1983

“Don’t waste time on idiots.” Sam Ting, 1994.


